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Spend your time also for only few mins to review a publication The Book Of Disquiet (Penguin Classics)
By Fernando Pessoa Reviewing a publication will never ever lower as well as lose your time to be
ineffective. Checking out, for some people come to be a need that is to do on a daily basis such as investing
time for consuming. Now, just what concerning you? Do you prefer to check out a publication? Now, we
will certainly reveal you a brand-new book entitled The Book Of Disquiet (Penguin Classics) By Fernando
Pessoa that could be a new way to explore the expertise. When reviewing this publication, you can get one
point to consistently keep in mind in every reading time, also pointer by action.

From Publishers Weekly
When Pessoa died in 1935, a few years short of 50, he left behind a trunk of mostly unpublished writing in a
variety of languages; his Lisbon publishers and variously translators are still sifting them. This perpetually
unclassifiable and unfinished book of self-reflective fragments was first published in Portuguese in 1982, and
it is arguably Pessoa's masterpiece. Four previous English translations, all published in 1991, were
compromised either by abridgement, poor translation or error-laden source texts. While he's now a Pessoa
veteran-having edited and translated Fernando Pessoa & Co.: Selected Poems, the 1999 PEN Award for
Poetry in Translation winner-Zenith's first pass at this book was one of the four misses. He bases this new
translation on his own Portuguese edition of 1998, and has done an admirable job in bringing out the force
and clarity in Pessoa's serpentine and sometimes opaque meditations. Pessoa often wrote as various personae
(as Pessoa & Co. carefully demonstrated); Disquiet is no exception, being putatively the work of "Bernardo
Soares, assistant bookkeeper in the city of Lisbon." Thus it is impossible to ascribe the book's anti-humanist
logophilia directly to the author: "I weep over nothing that life brings or takes away, but there are pages of
prose that have made me cry." That is just one of many permutations of similar sentiments, but the genius of
Pessoa and his personae is that readers are left weighing each and every such sentence for sincerity and truth
value.
Copyright 2002 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Review
“This superb edition of The Book of Disquiet is . . . a masterpiece.”  —John Lanchester, The Daily
Telegraph“Pessoa’s rapid prose, snatched in flight and restlessly suggestive, remains haunting, often
startling. . . . There is nobody like him.” —W. S. Merwin, The New York Review of Books“Extraordinary . .
. a haunting mosaic of dreams, autobiographical vignettes, shards of literary theory and criticism and
maxims.” —George Steiner, The Observer

"I plan to use this book every year in my course at Yale.  Thanks for making it available." —K. David
Jackson, Yale University

 



About the Author
Fernando Pessoa (1888-1935) was born in Lisbon and brought up in Durban, South Africa. He returned to
Lisbon in 1905. A prolific writer, ascribing his work to a variety of personas or heteronyms, Pessoa
published little in his lifetime and supported himself by working as a commercial translator. Although
acknowledged as an intellectual and a poet, his literary genius went largely unrecognised until after his death
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The Book Of Disquiet (Penguin Classics) By Fernando Pessoa Exactly how a straightforward concept by
reading can boost you to be a successful individual? Reading The Book Of Disquiet (Penguin Classics) By
Fernando Pessoa is a really easy activity. However, how can many people be so careless to check out? They
will certainly favor to spend their downtime to chatting or hanging around. When as a matter of fact,
reviewing The Book Of Disquiet (Penguin Classics) By Fernando Pessoa will give you a lot more
opportunities to be successful completed with the efforts.

Reading The Book Of Disquiet (Penguin Classics) By Fernando Pessoa is an extremely valuable interest and
also doing that could be undertaken at any time. It means that reviewing a publication will certainly not limit
your activity, will not require the moment to spend over, and also will not invest much money. It is a quite
cost effective as well as obtainable thing to acquire The Book Of Disquiet (Penguin Classics) By Fernando
Pessoa Yet, with that said very inexpensive point, you could get something brand-new, The Book Of
Disquiet (Penguin Classics) By Fernando Pessoa something that you never do and get in your life.

A new encounter could be obtained by reading a publication The Book Of Disquiet (Penguin Classics) By
Fernando Pessoa Also that is this The Book Of Disquiet (Penguin Classics) By Fernando Pessoa or other
book collections. We offer this publication due to the fact that you can find more things to motivate your
skill and also understanding that will certainly make you a lot better in your life. It will certainly be also
beneficial for the people around you. We suggest this soft documents of the book right here. To know the
best ways to get this publication The Book Of Disquiet (Penguin Classics) By Fernando Pessoa, learn more
right here.
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Fernando Pessoa was many writers in one. He attributed his prolific writings to a wide range of alternate
selves, each of which had a distinct biography, ideology. and horoscope. When he died in 935, Pessoa left
behind a trunk filled with unfinished and unpublished writings, among which were the remarkable pages that
make up his posthumous masterpiece, The Book of Disquiet, an astonishing work that, in George Steiner's
words, "gives to Lisbon the haunting spell of Joyce's Dublin or Kafka's Prague."

Published for the first time some fifty years after his death, this unique collection of short, aphoristic
paragraphs comprises the "autobiography" of Bernardo Soares, one of Pessoa's alternate selves. Part intimate
diary, part prose poetry, part descriptive narrative, captivatingly translated by Richard Zenith, The Book of
Disquiet is one of the greatest works of the twentieth century.
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value.
Copyright 2002 Reed Business Information, Inc.
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Most helpful customer reviews

5 of 5 people found the following review helpful.
It's truly a lifetime gift for those who enjoy the pleasures of being an introvert and student of ...
By Lewis Baker
Now and then a book of creative genius floats up out of the ocean of literature. This is one of those special
books, in this case the Joyce or Kafka of Portugal who never published during his lifetime. Now we have this
jewel of reflective thoughts and feelings about the imaginative writer's life, his opinions on world literature,
his thoughts on literally everything in his quiet reflective life. It's an inner journey into the mind of a literary
genius who shares his thoughts and insights in a journal of meditations. Pessoa was a man of solitude and
loneliness but he was not miserable overall. He worked at an office job and wrote many books and stories
under various pennames who were different personalities with their own literary styles. Most of what he
wrote was not published in his lifetime and this protected him from the distractions of literary fame. Sample
the book first and if it doesn't draw you into his reflective literary world on life's ups and downs, move on;
but if you are drawn immediately into his thinking and feeling about life and literature and the joys of
solitude and anonymity, you will want to read the entire wondrous gift of this complex solitary philosopher
of the life of the storytelling artist. It's truly a lifetime gift for those who enjoy the pleasures of being an
introvert and student of human experience. Try it. You'll know almost immediately this book will be a friend
for life, solace for the quiet meditative times. As a writer I was charmed in an instant. Like dipping into a
deep complex beautiful happy sad diary of a human singularity, a literary genius quietly reawakening his
life's most poignant thoughts and feelings about a beautiful mind that has come and gone and left this gift of
remembrances and reflections.

6 of 6 people found the following review helpful.
Here is the antidote. (To be taken in tincture.)
By Guttersnipe Das
In India there are bitter vegetables people eat for their health -- to ward off diabetes and counter the effects of
a diet over-high in refined sugars. When I first lived in India, I hated those vegetables. Now I like them best
of all. “Bitter” is not always a negative adjective. It may also restore life. It can serve as an antidote. There is



something similar about The Book of Disquiet -- a book about failure, tedium and disconnection that is
repeatedly beautiful and compelling, even life-giving.

Please excuse me for quoting a blurb. It seems to me exactly right. John Lancaster wrote, “In a time which
celebrates fame, success, stupidity, convenience and noise, here is the perfect antidote, a hymn of praise to
obscurity, failure, intelligence, difficulty and silence.” If you, too, are spooked or nauseated by a world in
which people go around trumpeting their own busyness and importance, reciting what appear to be
advertisements for themselves, then this book may well feel like an antidote -- as well as a drastically more
honest assessment of life, the way it actually feels, as opposed to how it is supposed to feel.

If I may give advice, I strongly recommend using this book as a “tincture”, just a few pages at a time. I do
not believe Pessoa would be offended even if you set it in the bathroom to accompany intestinal disquiets. As
Zenith points out in his introduction, reading at random is actually ideal. I read this book over six months and
was glad of its company -- but I think, if I’d sat down and tried to read through it in a week, I might have
found it insufferable. You could O.D. on ennui. Taken slowly in small doses however, it is brilliant bitter
company.

7 of 7 people found the following review helpful.
Disquieting Semi-Fiction of Genius
By Wordsworth
"B of D" is a work of pure genius written in gloriously lyrical, existential prose: it wants to be poetry and, at
times, it is.

Pessoa is a profoundly introspective and honest writer who defined existential themes based upon his frank
study of his own life and dreams: it's possible that Pessoa is the most honest writer who ever lived. He is
highly self-critical, self-effacing and suffers from the "disquiet" of his simple life as a bookkeeper in Lisbon.
He wrote "B of D" in that richly germinal literary era in Europe of Proust and Joyce.

He composed 481 fragments about the absurdity of life by which he means the inability of man to understand
his own existence.

"Each of us is a speck of dust that the wind lifts up and then drops."

Pessoa's disquieting themes eventually grew into the philosophical worldview claimed by the existentialists
but he was an existentialist before many of them. Pessoa writes with the passion of Nietzsche. He is Camus
before Camus. He has Kafka's rich sense of the absurd. He experiences daily Sartre's nausea.

I devoured every word of "B of D" by Pessoa who had the misfortune to remain largely undiscovered and
unread until long after his death. His work is existential in the genre of Camus or Sartre ("I think, therefore, I
am a mustache.") He is dark, at times, but his introspection is oceanic in its breadth, depth and turbulent
existential Angst.

His writing has been described as "semi-fiction" and "anti-literature" by his translator. Great writers
inevitably challenge the logic of traditional syntax as well as the genres in which they write to transform
their genres by the genius of their innovative literary styles which become legacies in themselves.

Pessoa writes in fragments which are neither fiction nor poetry but are autobiographical and as such show his
disconnect both with life and his own art -- there is no real flow between one fragment and the next like life
itself in his existential worldview. He considered his life "an intermission with band music."



He also wrote in heteronyms under several noms de plume as if to say he couldn't really even attest to his
own single identity as a writer. His fragments are deep, consuming, intellectual dives into his own everyday
life. Normally, autobiography is a sign of an immature writer, which Pessoa clearly is not. He writes about
his dull job as an accountant among Lisbon's streets and his sightings while smoking at outdoor cafes as well
as about thunderstorms, solitude, dreams, the absurdity and futility of life, art, sex, JJ Rousseau and his work.

My only criticism of Pessoa comes from his odd observations and poor advice about sex. His translator,
Richard Zenith, believes it was possible that Pessoa died a virgin. I make it a practice never ever to take
advice on sex from priests, nuns and lifelong virgins.

Richard Zenith's translation is truly luminous and he brings rich nuance into the discourse of every line. Like
my copy of "The Recognitions" by William Gaddis, I have underlined fragments on nearly every page
because it is so deeply relevant, honest and compelling in its pure intellectual grandeur.

Here are a few favorite passages which stand out for me from "B of D":

"Irony is the first sign that our consciousness has become conscious and it passes through two stages: the one
represented by Socrates, when he says, "All I know is that I know nothing' and the other represented by
Sanches, when he says, 'I don't even know if I know nothing.'"

"No one understands anyone else... However much one soul strives to now another, he can know only what
is told him by a word -- a shapeless shadow on the ground of his understanding... I love expressions because
I know nothing of what they express."

"I don't know the meaning of this journey I was forced to make, between one and another night, in the
company of the whole universe... We achieve nothing. Life hurls us like a stone, and we sail through the air
saying, 'Look at me move.'"

"The only attitude worthy of a superior man is to persist in an activity he recognizes is useless, to observe a
discipline he knows is sterile, and to apply certain norms of philosophical and metaphysical thought that he
considers utterly inconsequential."

"All life is a dream. No one knows what he's doing, no one knows what he wants, no one knows what he
knows. We sleep our lives, eternal children of Destiny. That's why, whenever this sensation rules my
thoughts, I feel an enormous tenderness that encompasses the whole of childish humanity, the whole of
sleeping society, everyone, everything. It's an immediate humanitarianism, without aims or conclusions, that
overwhelms me right now. I feel a tenderness as if I were seeing with the eyes of a god. I see everyone as if
moved by the compassion of the world's only conscious being. Poor hapless men, poor hapless humanity!
What are they all doing here?"

He worked uselessly every business day for a brute capitalist and recognized by night that his writing was
utterly hopelessly, inscrutably and irretrievably futile. The miracle, and the sense of this should not be lost
upon you, is that every day he still writes anyway like Van Gogh painting despite making only one sale in his
lifetime.

I recognized Pessoa instantly from the first few fragments of his life in "B of D": I am Pessoa. And he is also
you.

"Book of Disquiet" is life changing. I can't remember ever having been so disappointed to see a book come



to an end: it's that good. I implore you to read this immortal literary work of genius by Pessoa. It may be
absurd, and even futile, to do so but sometimes the best answer to both is simply to be just as absurd.

See all 71 customer reviews...
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